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wo-way communication is required if nurses are to
uild knowledge networks of international communi-
ies of nursing education and practice. Are expensive
ew technologies feasible or preferred for effective
ommunication and productive outcomes? In this re-
ort from a longstanding partnership between
chools of nursing at Peking University and the Uni-
ersity of Michigan, case study methodology is used
o evaluate more than a decade of experience with
ommunication modalities: in person, postal mail, ex-
ress mail, e-mail, fax, telephone, hand delivery by
ther travelers, and Web sites. Although each educa-
ion and practice community develops unique ways to
uild its shared knowledge, a communications plan is
uggested, with use of multiple communication tech-
iques, especially those that are low cost and the
ost dependable. High-cost technologies are not al-
ays feasible or preferred. For the project described,

hey were not necessary to the major outcome, a
ursing education and practice network that resulted

n the first nurse-managed community-based clinic in
hina. (Index words: Communications; China; Inter-
ational; Collaboration; Nursing Education; Nursing
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ournal of Professional Nursing, Vol 20, No 6 (November–D
S NURSING FACUILTY do more collaborative
education programs and research projects with

olleagues in nations around the world, many find that
n-depth collaboration is easier said than done (Meleis,
002; Wright, Godue, Manfredi, & Korniewicz,
998). The amount of time and money can easily ex-
end beyond expectations; therefore, cost must be con-
idered as well as feasibility, participants’ preferences,
nd goal achievement.

The project examined here is an example of a dy-
amic knowledge network that built a community of
ducation and practice (Allee, 1997; Wenger, 1996)
cross schools of nursing on opposite sides of the globe.
he purpose of this report is to describe and evaluate

he full array of communication techniques used in the
-year preparatory period and 7-year funded period of
his relationship.

History

A program of collaboration between schools of nurs-
ng at Peking University (Beida) in Beijing, China and
he University of Michigan (UM) in Ann Arbor, Mich-
gan was possible because of a series of formal and
nformal visits to China by UM nursing faculty in the
arly 1990s. Funded by small grants from the W.K.
ellogg Foundation, UM, and the individual visitors,

hese contacts had been facilitated by Sharon Wood-
ock, a retired foreign service nurse and wife of the first
.S. Ambassador to China, Leonard Woodcock.
As Meleis (2002) has remarked, international col-

aboration needs to be initiated by established scholars.
uccessful collaboration often requires early visits by
chool leaders, and this is certainly true for work with
hinese institutions. Accordingly, UM’s Dean Hin-

haw visited Beida’s Dean Yao in 1996. The result was
hat the two deans signed a formal agreement (see Fig-
re 1) of collaboration between their schools. This
greement assured recognition by higher university of-

cials because the signing ceremony was held in the

381ecember), 2004: pp 381-389
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382 OAKLEY ET AL
ffice of the president of Beida, with formal arrange-
ents and approval by the university’s Office of Inter-

ational Affairs. This type of symbolic support can be
equired, or at least facilitative. In both universities, the
chools of nursing have received more visibility and
ecognition for their collaboration because they can
ite this agreement in annual reports and funding pro-
osals. As shown in Figure 1, the language of this agree-
ent is general, not restrictive or binding.
In 1997, with this agreement signed, UM’s univer-

ity-wide International Partnerships Program provided
unds for a formal visit by Beida’s Dean Yao and then
ssociate Dean Zheng (now dean) to UM. As a result
f this visit, both sides believed that there could be
utually beneficial activities. In Ann Arbor, we de-

ided together to focus first on community-based nurs-

Figure 1. Two universities’ f
ng care because it was an emphasis of the Chinese u
overnment and a historic interest of a nearby funding
ource, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. Given the
trong support of the deans of both schools, the spark
rovided by a person competent in both Chinese and
.S. academic cultures, and the interest of a senior UM

aculty, our proposal was successful. With funding of
pproximately $50,000 per year total for both sides, we
ave built a long-lived, substantive partnership with its
rimary focus on curriculum and clinical teaching and
secondary focus on research. The first stage of this

ollaboration was short-term training for Beida faculty
Zheng, Hinshaw, Yu, Guo, & Oakley, 2000); the
econd stage was expansion of Beida’s undergraduate
ommunity health curriculum, including the first
urse-managed clinic in China to provide community
ealth clinical experiences for undergraduate and grad-

agreement to work together.
ate students (Lu, Shang & Liu, in press; Yu & Shang,
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383BUILDING AN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION COMMUNITY
004). Throughout, each side’s expenditures were ac-
ounted for separately. In the second phase, the
mount budgeted for Beida expenses required a sub-
ontract with UM, the primary grant recipient.

Communication Modalities

Realistically, the deeper sharing and mutuality of
n-person communication has to be supplemented by a
umber of distance communication techniques. Case-
tudy methodology (Gilliham, 2000; McNamee,
988) is used to evaluate each of these techniques. The
ase experiences are described and then evaluated for
eneralizability to other long-term international col-
aborations using the criteria of feasibility, cost (time,

oney), and collaborators’ preferences. Outcomes are
lso described.

IN-PERSON VISITS

During each year of our funded project (except
002, during the severe acute respiratory syndrome
SARS] crisis), the UM faculty team made site visits in
eijing. Together with Beida faculty, regional or na-

ional 2-to-3-day workshops were provided, with top-
cs such as developing community health nursing cur-
icula, community health clinical models, and business
lans for nursing clinics. During the annual site visits,
he collaborative project team also spent time develop-
ng and reviewing work plans, discussing evaluation
esigns and instruments, and planning new proposals.
ach year, visiting scholars from the Beida faculty also
ame to UM for short-term training of one week to one
emester. Short-term learning at UM was selected be-
ause Beida could not spare faculty for longer-term
raining due to faculty shortages; also, both sides
anted to assure that visitors would return to their own
niversity.
While at UM, the visiting scholars observed classes

nd/or clinical work, collaborated on research about
hinese or Chinese-Americans, and exchanged infor-
ation with individual faculty. Beida expanded its un-

ergraduate community health nursing curriculum af-
er the visiting scholars shared ideas about what U.S.
tudents learn in a community course and what com-
unity nurses do in their work. A China-appropriate

ision of clinicals in community health nursing could
lso be discussed as the visiting scholars brought back
nformation about what UM’s community nursing
linic was like. Beida faculty used pictures, booklets,
exts, and small equipment obtained at UM in their

wn teaching. At UM, the visiting scholars also pro- s
ided courses or schoolwide seminars about health and
ursing in China; and as their community health nurs-

ng program grew, the Beida faculty could share their
wn educational and clinical materials with UM fac-
lty and students.

DISTANCE COMMUNICATIONS

Productivity of the project depended largely on dis-
ance communications via postal and express mail ser-
ices, e-mail, fax, telephone, hand delivery by other
ravelers, and the Internet. Each of the distance com-
unication channels has its advantages and disadvan-

ages, and each should be used in the most productive
ays. Illustrations are shown in Table 1.
Sending invoices, receipts, payments, and other

ocuments between China and the United States via
he post office takes 10 to 14 days for delivery but may
e necessary for original documentation at prices that
re lower than express mail service. While the tracking
ystems used by the express mail services are useful,
hey require specification of content. In one case, a
heck was returned because the receiving nation’s cus-
oms service rejected such a large amount without fur-
her documentation. We learned that regular mail suf-
ces for the official checks between universities.
Our most frequent means of communication has

een e-mail, for team discussion of substantive and
onetary issues, transmission of helpful materials in

oth directions, and for a curriculum project called the
ndergraduate Connection, an online link between
ndergraduate nursing classes. Each month the project
eam at Beida met to discuss issues and progress. The
ext day/night the project directors at the two univer-
ities discussed these issues, UM questions, and
rogress reports, in Mandarin, over the telephone in
rder to provide interactive opportunities for questions
nd thoughtful discussion. Within 24 hours, the UM
roject team met to receive the update, to provide con-
ultative ideas, and to formulate further questions and
ppropriate suggestions. The minutes of these meet-
ngs were transmitted to the entire team via e-mail. We
lso exchanged manuscripts, project reports, and other
ubstantive material as e-mail attachments. Great re-
ources can be shared by forwarding from worldwide
earning materials such as the Health Programs Train-
rs’ News (tnorton@JHPIEGO.net) and the health
romotion lecture archive Supercourses (www.pitt.
du/�super1).

We have also used in-person transport of physical
aterials required for collaborative projects. Two re-
earch projects related to our main project have in-

www.pitt.edu/~super1
www.pitt.edu/~super1
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384 OAKLEY ET AL
ABLE 1. Using Distance Communication Channels

Type of channel Advantages Disadvantages Examples

ostal mail Air mail postage not as
expensive as
express mail;

Envelopes not
inspected at
customs if no
content note on
outside

Takes 7-14 days from U.S.
to China;

Not necessary for files that
can be exchanged
electronically

When mailing from U.S., use “M” bags
(obtained from post office) to reduce
cost of sending large number of books;

Best choice for original invoices and
receipts, and checks;

Copies of formal correspondence with
funding sources

xpress mail Can be traced;
Generally faster than

regular mail

Requires noting contents;
Relatively expensive

Exchange of documents requiring original
signatures;

Immigration forms
-mail Speedy;

Easy to maintain
regular, documented
communication;

Entire project team
can be included
among the cc’s;

Encourages additions,
changes, reactions,
by others

Delays due to server
problems;

Inadequate computer
access at one or more
sites;

Incompatible word
processing programs;

Requires sensitivity to
convey negative as well
as positive comments

Draft & final proposals & manuscripts,
PowerPoint slides for workshops, draft
letters of invitation, meeting minutes;

Quarterly or yearly work plans;
Internet resources: forwarding documents

or suggesting websites;
Student learning interchanges

ax Speedy;
Faxed signatures,

letters of support,
etc. often
acceptable

Should be budgeted since
costs may be incurred
on both sides for fax
machine, paper, ink;

Not always private;
Some fax machines turned

off in non-business
hours and/or must be
turned on manually

Communications with organizations and
individuals not reading e-mail regularly;

Last minute letters of support for grant
proposals

elephone calls by
appointment

More complete and
spontaneous
exchange possible,
especially if the two
speakers share
competence in the
same language;

Suggestions and
questions can be
made more informal
and discrete than in
written form

Time zone differences and
work demands can
require schedule
adjustments;

Can be expensive

Monthly staff meetings in both locations
can be preceded by a telephone
update, with follow ups after both staff
meetings are concluded;

Last minute schedule or agenda
clarifications just before site visits

and-delivery by other
travelers

Inexpensive way to
transfer bulky
goods;

Less likely to be
questioned at
customs (compared
with mailed
packages)

Imposes on others;
May be awkward

packages;
Must use only a reliable

and capable person

Sets of videotapes for review by
counterpart researchers;

Gifts to maintain good relationships with
contacts

ebsites Good way to make
use of bulletin board
or chat-room
capabilities;

Can interface with
course tools
available at local
campus(es);

Maintains ongoing text
and graphic history

Servers may be down or
very slow;

Access may be denied
because of
governmental policy
decisions;

Must be kept up to date,
and interesting

Undergraduate Connection program to
learn about health systems in the other
country (changed to e-mail exchanges);

Multi-paged China project website: http://
www.nursing.umich.edu/usachina
of the collaboration
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385BUILDING AN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION COMMUNITY
olved packages (e.g., bulky videotapes, research in-
trumentation) carried to or from China by other
ravelers. Hand-carrying allowed the items to be in-
luded as regular luggage, and customs explanations
ere prepared. Fortunately, the travelers were not

topped.
Web sites or shared Internet spaces are often used to

ssist collaborations within the United States or with
olleagues in westernized nations. The only attempt to
se a shared Internet space was the Undergraduate
onnection, a link between undergraduate nursing

lasses. Students exchanged information about their
ealth systems, nursing roles, professional issues, and
ersonal goals. The shared Internet space did not work
ecause early trials showed that UM’s shared space for
ourses could not be made accessible to nonenrolled
tudents at that time. A Web site was then developed,
ut all UM websites were later inaccessible inside
hina, for reasons about which we can only speculate.
ecause e-mails were not blocked, the students suc-
eeded by exchanging e-mail messages.

Evaluation of Feasibility

In-person visits require money, so if our collabora-
ion is to be generalized, other programs need to be
ble to find financial support. The feasibility of finan-
ial support is probably growing. A number of univer-
ities have curricular interests in international nursing
r international health (Ekstrom & Sigurdsson, 2002;
wasiw et al., 2000; Wright et al., 1998), and univer-
ities seem to be making some real or in-kind resources
vailable for international collaborations to build com-
unities of nursing education and practice. The large

umber of experiences yet to be reported in peer-re-
iewed publications suggests that site-visit exchanges
re feasible for many schools of nursing. Our experi-
nce suggests strongly that these be institutionally
ased, with early visits by the appropriate leaders.
Feasibility can be enhanced by using site-visit time

isely and minimizing dollar costs, familiar issues to
ursing faculty. As with any personal or professional
isit, both hosts and visitors must join in planning the
iming of visits. Our experience has also made us par-
icularly aware that it is helpful to have a clear under-
tanding about the time commitment of the hosting
nstitution. Especially in major cities like Beijing, lead-
ng universities are visited by many important Chinese
nd international experts, and teaching schedules are

xtraordinarily demanding. When visiting scholars p
ome to UM, we find that the American faculty mem-
ers, particularly those who are not on the project
eam, can also easily feel overburdened by one more
isitor. Visits on both sides are more productive when
here is agreement in advance about objectives and
chedules of scheduled visits (Franklin, 2001), a prac-
ice commonly adopted by nursing faculty. However,
e found that it takes reminders from both sides to
repare—by e-mailing PowerPoint presentations well
n advance, for example—to allow time for translation.
he host site also needs adequate time to schedule

n-depth meetings with experts and issue invitations to
orkshops or seminars. Preparing for site visits using
istance communication can make precious profes-
ional time productive.

Feasibility of distance communication technologies
aries when considering United States-China collabo-
ation. E-mail access can be restricted when the only
omputer is in a single office that is usually locked to
void theft in a resource-short society or when the
hole system fails (as in the East-Midwest power out-

ge of 2003) or is blocked. When people do not have
heir own home computers or e-mail accounts, the
peed of e-mail responses can be slower and more for-
alized. In our experience, e-mail is less likely to be

ffected than Web sites, chat groups, bulletin boards,
nd other Internet mechanisms. But whenever there
re exchanges of information and ideas, it is best to save
egative input for one-to-one exchanges and use more
roup-oriented interchange for positive support (Ga-
onal, 2003). Telephone communications are excel-

ent for people speaking the same language but too
umbersome for the busy people at both ends when
ranslations are required. Speakerphones facilitate
roup interactions but may not be available at both
ites. Time differences can also demand awkward ac-
ommodations at one site, or both. Fax machines may
ave to be turned off at night, or they may be located in
central university office, requiring extra delivery time
nd expense.

Evaluation of Cost

Cost of site visits can be minimized by economizing
n living arrangements. Extravagant hotels send a clear
essage that project funds can be spent for luxurious

omfort of the visitors, not for the project’s productiv-
ty. While it may not be possible for Americans to stay
ithin a foreign visitors’ section of the host university
ecause of severe lack of amenities, U.S. visitors should

repare for basic accommodations. They should feel
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386 OAKLEY ET AL
afe and have access to hotel staff who speak some
nglish to help make sightseeing and other arrange-
ents. (Nowadays there are so many nursing visitors to

he major eastern cities in China, and students and
oung faculty are so busy that it is burdensome for
hem to repeatedly act as tour guides, especially outside
f regular work hours. In Western China, in contrast,
tudents and faculty may cherish opportunities to prac-
ice English and make personalized relationships).
imilarly, Chinese visitors can be housed in modest
ettings and enjoy home stays as long as they have
rivacy and access to familiar foods. Most academic
urses in both countries are accustomed to sharing
onluxurious accommodations, making the type of
udget for our project feasible for others.
For many cultures, and definitely for Chinese and

mericans, when visits are made in either direction,
he cost of gifts and banquets should be considered a
ubstantive part of site visits. The cost of gifts can be
ontained by presenting university symbols (e.g.,
lates, calendars, pen sets) to high officials and more
odest items (e.g., lapel pins, bookmarks, small photo

lbums of project participants) to others. Welcoming
nd farewell banquets are expected. They are not lux-
ries, but rather settings during which background and
ff-the-record conversations bring important issues to
ight. These and other informal settings such as lunches
nd taxi rides can be useful ways to bring up unplanned
genda items, gain deeper understanding, and gain ad-
ice about sensitive topics. Nurses in both cultures are
ell practiced in maximizing use of informal times
ith colleagues. Costs of banquets can be contained by

sking Chinese colleagues to help select appropriate
earby restaurants in China and using Chinese restau-
ants in the United States because this would be cul-
urally sensitive to the visitors’ tastes.

Monetary expenditures ease matters on both sides.
ur project budget included $1,000 for hosting ex-

enses (payments to students as translators and guides,
or van rentals, group meals, etc.) for each site visit to
eida in addition to Beida’s subcontract for establish-

ng the clinic, $1,000 in consultation fees for UM’s
onproject content experts traveling to Beijing for
orkshops, and payments of $100 to $200 for non-
roject faculty mentoring visitors for short-term train-
ng at UM. These payments markedly facilitated ex-
ansion of our community of nursing education and
ractice because they were tangible marks of respect for
xpertise and valuable professional time. If small grants
uch as our are not available, other institutional and
ersonal incentives can be used. Institutional incen-

ives could include released time or a student assistant l
nd at least making participation in the collaborative
rrangement a matter of distinction to be considered in
nnual merit review and promotion applications. Per-
onal incentives could include recognition for pursuing
rofessional growth, nomination for awards, and rec-
gnition during a faculty meeting.

Using distance communication in the way that we
id and emphasizing e-mail (including attachments),
ith judicious use of telephone, express mail, and fax,
eans that collaborative community building for nurs-

ng education and practice can be done economically.
ur project added to Beida’s computer capacity and

elped justify additional university support for Inter-
et connections, but beyond that, annual distance
ommunications costs never exceeded $1,000. Many
chools are able to fold these minimal expenses into
egular budgets, especially during start-up phases.

Evaluation of Collaborative Preferences

Fortunately, the biculturally competent member of
ur project team knew that collaborative projects with
hina required high-level initial exchanges followed
y annual in-person site visits to Beijing and learning
xperiences by Beida faculty at UM. But all partici-
ants and administrators preferred limitations on the
mount of in-person communication. Neither side
ould release faculty for an entire year. Although none
ere eager to return home after the short visits, none
ere ready to take on longer commitments on site
ecause primary work commitments had to be ful-
lled.
As for distance communications, collaborators’

references also led to e-mail use as a natural way to
ommunicate because e-mail is part of regular sched-
les and does not require transitioning to a specialized
eb site, international postage, or actions outside the

aily routine. Experience with customs also led us to
se regular mail for reimbursement checks; however,
ll of us preferred spending extra money for traceable
xpress mail of official documents such as receipts.

Although other communication channels are the ba-
is for important ongoing international collaborations
DeSanctis, Wright, & Jiang, 2001; Ekstrom & Sig-
rdsson, 2002; Iwasiw et al., 2000), videoconferencing
nd distance learning were not necessary for our
roject. Our limited technology knowledge, combined
ith our limited financial resources and preferences,
ed us to use asynchronous means of communication.
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387BUILDING AN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION COMMUNITY
Evaluation of Outcomes

Outcomes must be important to justify the time and
oney costs of international collaboration. The result

f the entire project is an international community of
ursing education and practice that will outlast the
pecific funding for this project. The two universities
ave agreed to jointly propose further projects, and
xisting curricular and research projects will continue.

But the most visible outcome is the first nursing-
anaged community-based clinic in China. The clinic

s assured longevity because, as described elsewhere (Yu
Shang, in press), it has become a regular part of the

ommunity health nursing curriculum at Beida. Thus,
t will be supported by the regular university budget for
linical practice. Before the clinic was established,
ommunity health nursing clinicals occurred in outpa-
ient clinics of hospitals, under the aegis of physicians.
lthough our project was designed to achieve improve-
ents for both universities, through our continuous

nd frequent communications, we came to share a
ense of community in community health nursing ed-
cation and practice. Nurse-managed clinics at UM

ncreased cultural competence in caring for the numer-
us Chinese-ethnicity families in their service areas.
ach of the communication channels contributed to

hese successful outcomes.
The primary outcome of our continuing in-person

isits has been trust, an essential element for efficient
rogress toward project goals (Henderson, 2002). For
nstance, because the deans met four times over a
-year period, they knew about the project personally
nd shared trust in one another as well as in the indi-
idual faculty participants. Beida’s dean could also use
ach visit by UM’s dean to increase central administra-
ors’ understanding of nursing’s autonomous role. It
as also extremely important that the project director

n China could come to Ann Arbor on two occasions.
utual trust was established by daily sharing because

he stayed with the director of UM’s nurse-managed,
ommunity-based clinic. Because they were together
uch of the time, questions and clarifications about

ommunity-based wellness definitions and projects
ould be exchanged easily. Through their informal
onversations, it was possible to develop a shared un-
erstanding about conceptual, role, and practice differ-
nces in the two countries. Because each knew some-
hing about the other’s setting, the two specialists
ould talk through possible adaptations and nursing
pplications that might work in China’s very different
ealth care system. The sense of trust generated re-

ewed enthusiasm for both the host and the visitor as
hey discussed difficulties and solutions even in an ad-
anced practice setting that has been in existence for
ore than a decade (Ingersoll, McIntosh, & Williams,

000; McIntosh et al., 2003).
Another notable outcome of in-person visits has

een enrichment of the teaching and clinical depth of
aculty on both sides. As one participant wrote, “Some-
imes only after teachers improve themselves can they
nfluence their students. So I think in-person visits also
ontributed to the reforms in education.” They also
ade both sides realize that sharing educational mate-

ials appropriate for Chinese families enhances clinical
are.

Process outcomes were largely dependent on dis-
ance communications. These outcomes include the
bility to agree on objectives and schedules for in-per-
on visits, to resolve budget issues, to develop reports
nd manuscripts, and to support Beida’s development
f their clinic. Although one side or the other initiates
ach of the documents involved, questions are freely
sked and changes made until everyone is satisfied. The
ombination of e-mail, fax, and express mail has been
ritical for fast resolution of some editing changes and
udget expenditures. Written e-mail minutes of meet-
ng minutes, shared with all team members, means that
ll parties know their responsibilities clearly so they can
ork together for the same goals at each stage of the
roject.

Discussion

As nursing education, practice, and research gain
lobal enrichment (DeDee & Stewart, 2003; Loren-
on, 2002; Ogilvie, Allen, Laryea, & Opare, 2003), the
ssue of communication becomes increasingly impor-
ant. In the future, nursing (American Nurses Associ-
tion, 2001) may collaborate over great distances as is
ommon in medicine (Laidlaw, Harden, Robertson,
esketh, 2003; Montironi et al., 2002; Norris, 2002;
yrell, 2002); this is also underway in dentistry (Chen,
obdell, Dunn, Johnson, & Zhang, 2003), engineer-

ng education (Cerny & Heines, 2003), business edu-
ation or collaboration (DeSanctis et al., 2001; Ivinski,
000; Lopez & Nagelhout, 1995; Mears, 2001; Shor-
ridge & Zhao, 1997), and secondary schools (Slee-
an, 1998). The usual challenges involved in any en-

eavor will no doubt be complicated by cultural and
xperiential differences, personal difficulties, and tech-
ical incompatibilities and failures (Iwasiw et al., 2000;
hortridge & Zhao, 1997).
Both in-person and distance communications re-
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uire special attention by participants. Personal re-
ponsibilities include adequate and appropriate prepa-
ation and time for in-person visits, reading e-mail
essages in a timely fashion, responding to all the

oints when requested, and discussions with the bicul-
urally competent project member(s) to identify and
esolve misunderstandings. Group responsibilities in-
lude flexibility, perseverance, and feedback about
rogress on the work plans.
The methodology used to examine this case study

ndicates that it is possible to build a community of
ursing education and practice that can be generalized
rom two very different national traditions to other
ollaborations. Feasibility will depend on the amount
f local support, particularly financial support for in-
erson visits and computer-based distance communi-
ations. As the example reported here shows, these
osts can be modest if mechanisms within the daily life
xperience of project participants are used. Outcomes
an include major innovations that enrich teaching
nd nursing practice in the collaborating universities.
owever, spreading these innovations elsewhere will

o doubt take more than journal articles about the
odel clinic. Important steps in this direction were

aken at the end of the project. During the team’s last
ite visit, officials from other health agencies in Beijing,
ncluding the Chinese Nursing Association, were in-
ited to participate. Further follow-up occurred when
eans of two other leading schools of nursing in China
nd representatives from the Ministry of Health and
he Chinese Nursing Association visited UM for an-
ther China-related project. All of the participants in

hese two meetings learned directly about Beida’s a
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